New Physics
Introducing a New Physics Based on Vibration and Etheric Origins Where Consciousness is
the Fundamental Force

Description
Dunedain has developed a new physics - a new description of force and matter with an emphasis on vibration
and frequency consonance/dissonance. Force manifestation is ether-based duality of electric and magnetic with
varying predominances; the unifying force of consciousness gives rise to form.
This new physics is comprised of some of the following premises:
● All things are vibrational - a natural order of consonance and dissonance
● The atom is a “white vortex” - the antithesis of a black hole
● All things are inter-connected, either directly or indirectly
● The ether is the medium, the interface which enables physical force manifestation
● Matter is a manifestation of charge-based fields, not mass-based particles, arising from etheric origins
● Consciousness is the fundamental force, giving rise to all other forces
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New atomic properties and behaviors can lead to the development of sustainable technologies and materials.
Precession, atomic induction, vortex tube extension and energetic structures are some of the important atomic
properties to help better understand matter, motion, and bonding.
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Atomic bonding types

A new transverse-based model of vibration helps describe energy and matter interactions, and all force
manifestations, including light propagation and gravity.

Gravitic vibration

Light vibration

Vibration with a predominance in the “electric” produce a cavitational resonance: gravity, nuclear strong.
Vibration with predominance in the “magnetic” produce radiation: light, nuclear weak. The zones of balance in
between are “electro-magnetism” and the standing waves of the elements.

Intended Use & Purpose
All systems fall out of phase at some point. The current Newtonian model of matter and motion has become
limited. Einstein’s contributions are somewhat in question. His rejection of the ether model had devastating
effects on the scientific community. Mendeleev’s periodic table is one-dimensional. A new and more
sophisticated model is ready for presentation. With the proper attention a more relevant model can be adopted,
in line to meet the world’s growing needs for energy consumption, water and food availability, and health issues.

Status
Dunedain has developed a new Platonic solid-based periodic table of elements called the Ajax McIntosh Model.
We have developed specific atomic components which present a simplified foundation of physics and helps
better understand current “phenomenon”, such as conduction, electricity and continual motion. We have
developed various devices designed to exploit these new atomic properties and behaviors.
We would like to team up with industry experts: chemists, physicists, engineers - folks that we can collaborate
with and devise methods of experimentation to help prove and define these new concepts.
Below are several projects to address the new physics proof of concept. See “Magneto”, “Quantifying
Consciousness”, “Ajax McIntosh Model”, and “Periodic Table of Vibrations”.
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